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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR NEURAL 
AND COGNITIVE PROCESSING 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

grate many existing specialized cognitive - related technolo 
gies into integrated working intelligent systems , as well as 
to incorporate intelligent functionality in other systems . 
[ 0005 ] Incorporated by reference herein is the paper “ Neu 
POSTM and NeuroBlocksTM a neural / cognitive operating 
system and building blocks ” in the journal Biologically 
Inspired Cognitive Architectures , Volume 11 , January 2015 , 
Pages 75-105 , ISSN 2212-683X . 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. Non 
provisional patent application Ser . No. 14 / 718,642 filed on 
May 21 , 2015 , which claims the benefit of U.S. Prov . App . 
No. 62 / 002,146 filed on May 22 , 2014 , and U.S. Prov . App . 
No. 62 / 076,167 filed on Nov. 6 , 2014 , where the entire 
content of each is hereby incorporated by reference . 

SUMMARY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This application relates to the field of artificial 
intelligence . 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 

[ 0003 ] Artificial intelligence has advanced significantly , 
such that computers are capable of performing functions of 
increasing complexity , such as playing strategic games like 
chess , solving complex puzzles , and the like . However , 
animals and humans perform many tasks in ways that are 
superior to the current state of the art of computer - based 
intelligence . Reverse engineering biological brains remains 
a continuing research and development challenge , both for 
understanding how biological brains work , and for building 
working artificial systems with structure and function simi 
lar to biological brains . An emerging point of view is that 
biological brain architecture comprises variations in con 
nectivity among variations of common “ building block ” 
components and subsystems . Evolution's environmental 
adaptations have yielded both commonality and diversity in 
how basic genomic / chemical / electrical mechanisms are con 
figured and assembled to form biological brains . Synthesiz 
ing working cognitive systems with structure and function 
similar to biological brains can yield insight and guidance to 
biological brain studies and useful systems . 
[ 0004 ] No existing systems embody these viewpoints 
closely enough to support research and building intelligent 
systems . Systems exist for simulation of biological syn 
apses , neurons , and small neuron assemblies in software and 
hardware including neuromorphic circuits thought to mimic 
neuron and synapse operation , and combinations thereof . 
These systems focus on fine levels of biochemical detail 
below the functional level , and require large amounts of 
computing power beyond that available in widely available 
computers to compute large amounts of cognitive capability . 
Other existing systems implement high - level cognitive func 
tions using system architectures that are very different from 
the structure and function of biological brains , making it 
difficult to use these systems to understand biological brain 
operation or to use biological observations to inspire and 
guide artificial system design . Missing are systems for 
emulating brain function , interconnection and operation at a 
functional abstraction level and structure analogous to bio 
logical brains , and which can compute substantial cognitive 
capabilities on widely available conventional computers as 
well as specialized hardware . Accordingly , a need exists for 
practical methods and systems that support research efforts 
to reverse engineer the brain at a functional level , helping to 
understand how the brain does what it does , and to build 
similar functionality that operates in similar ways on widely 
available computing resources . Further , needs exist to inte 

[ 0006 ] Provided herein is a system for creating , modify 
ing , deploying and running intelligent systems , referred to 
herein as neural processes , by combining and customizing 
the functions and operation of reusable component modules . 
Such modules are arranged in neural processing graphs or 
circuits which direct the flow of signals among the modules , 
including the ability to model the overall structure and 
operation of biological brains at a functional level . The 
system embraces composition of variations on multiple 
themes , including those that conceive of a brain as a 
collection of interconnected building block components and 
subsystems . Intelligent systems so built may run with scal 
able performance and without redesign on widely available 
computing platforms as well as on specialized hardware and 
combinations thereof . Embodiments additionally may com 
prise abilities to easily customize modules , to create custom 
modules , to incorporate external system functions as mod 
ules , to incorporate neural processes in external systems , and 
to share and exchange learned information among multiple 
systems . 
[ 0007 ] In one aspect , a system includes a neural process 
specification and a neural computing environment , where 
the neural process specification further includes a plurality 
of modules and a plurality of links for conveying signals 
there between , where the neural computing environment 
executes the neural process specification . 
[ 0008 ] Implementations may have one or more of the 
following features . The system may be configured to per 
form a cognitive function . The cognitive function may 
include at least one of sensing , perception , reacting , learn 
ing , pattern recognition , short - term memory , working 
memory , long - term memory , classification , prediction , 
imagination , reasoning , planning , problem solving , acquir 
ing and using skills , behavior , learning and navigating 
spaces , and language acquisition , understanding and gen 
eration . A link may be a directed link including a source end 
and a target end , where a module connected to the source 
end sends signals over the directed link to a module con 
nected to the target end , where the target end - connected 
module is responsive to the signals . The source end - con 
nected module and the target end - connected module may be 
the same module . The plurality of directed links carrying 
signals between the modules may organize the modules into 
a directed neural graph . The source end - connected module 
may have at least one distinguished output port , the target 
end - connected module may have at least one distinguished 
input port , the output port of the source end - connected 
module may connect to the source end of the directed link , 
the target end of the link may connect to an input port of the 
target end - connected module , the source end - connected 
module may send signals on the link via the output port , and 
the target end - connected module may be responsive to the 
signals from the target end of the link connected to the input 
port . The signals may include a plurality of events , where 
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each event includes a stamp , a signal identifier , and a signal 
value . The stamp may be selected from a group consisting of 
a real time value , a virtual time value , and a number . The 
signal identifier may uniquely identify a signal among the 
signals on a link . The signal value may be selected from the 
group consisting of a scalar , a vector , a matrix , a data 
structure , and a reference . Each event may signify a value of 
the signal identified by the signal identifier as of the stamp 
value . The neural process specification may include one or 
more parameters accessible to the plurality of modules . A 
module from the plurality of modules may change the value 
of one or more parameters of the neural process specifica 
tion . A module from the plurality of modules may addition 
ally include one or more module parameters for specifying 
and controlling the function and operation of the module . 
The value of a module parameter may be computed as a 
function of one or more parameters of the neural process 
specification . A module from the plurality of modules may 
additionally maintain one or more internal state values , 
where the state values are updated as appropriate to the 
function of the module . A module from the plurality of 
modules may additionally access one or more external state 
values , where the state values are accessible to other mod 
ules from the plurality of modules , and where the state 
values may be updated by one or more modules from the 
plurality of modules . One or more of the external state 
values may represent a long - term memory pattern . A module 
from the plurality of modules may be an input module , 
performing an input function , obtaining external information 
from an external environment and conveying it as one or 
more said signals to a link . The external information may be 
selected from the group consisting of image , video , audio , 
MIDI , user input gesture , keystroke , phonetic stream , data 
stream , message stream , external program output , file read 
ing , stochastic process observations , query results , search 
results , sensor reports , and sensor observations . A module 
from the plurality of modules may be an output module , 
performing an output function , receiving one or more sig 
nals from a link , and transmitting corresponding information 
to an external environment . The external information may be 
selected from the group consisting of image , video , audio , 
MIDI , alphanumeric text , symbolic text , visual display , file 
writing , data stream , message stream , external program 
input , database update , control of mechanisms , control of 
apparatus , and voice synthesis . A module from the plurality 
of modules may be a processing module , receiving one or 
more signals from an input link , performing a module 
function specific computation , and as determined by the 
computation , sending signals on an output link . The module 
may be at least one of a transformer module , a filter module , 
a working memory module , a group operations module , a 
wrapper module , a sub - graph module , and a custom program 
module . The neural process specification may further 
include one or more pattern memory spaces , where each 
memory pattern space holds one or more memory patterns , 
and each memory pattern represents a combination of signal 
values , and where each memory space is sharable by one or 
more of the modules in the neural process specification . At 
least one module may be a memory pattern module access 
ing one or more memory patterns in one or more memory 
pattern spaces . The memory module may compare a com 
bination of input signals with a memory pattern in the 
plurality of memory patterns , deriving for the memory 
pattern a pattern matching score reflecting the degree of 

matching of the input signal combination with the memory 
pattern , and send an output signal for the pattern using a 
function of the pattern matching score as the signal value . 
The function may be one of a constant function , a binary 
function , a linear function , a logistic function , or mathemati 
cal combinations thereof . The module may additionally 
create a new memory pattern corresponding to an input 
signal combination on the input links that fails to match any 
existing memory pattern with a matching score above a 
threshold value . The module may additionally make adjust 
ments to a memory pattern to incorporate an input signal 
combination , where the magnitude of the pattern adjust 
ments is governed by a learning rate . The adjustments may 
include one of changing a weight associated with an input 
signal , changing an expected value associated with an input 
signal , adding a new signal to the memory pattern , and 
removing a signal from the memory pattern . The module 
may be at least one of a set module , a sequence module , or 
a temporal module . The module may be selected from a 
group consisting of a weight set module and a weight value 
set module . The module may be selected from a group 
consisting of a weight matrix sequence pattern module , a 
weight value matrix sequence pattern module , a regular 
expression sequence pattern module , an edit distance 
sequence pattern module , an open bigrams sequence pattern 
module , and a state machine sequence pattern module . The 
module may be a temporal module . The module may be a 
reify module for generating output signals corresponding to 
identifiers in a pattern which pattern identity is received as 
an input signal . The neural computing environment may 
include a compilation function , an executable process rep 
resentation , and an execution machine . The compilation 
function may generate the executable process representation 
corresponding to the neural process specification and the 
execution machine may execute the executable process 
representation . The executable process representation may 
be a machine language representation , where the process 
execution machine includes one or more physical or virtual 
computer processors for running the machine language 
representation . The executable process representation may 
involve multiprocessor coordination . The executable pro 
cess representation may be a configuration specification for 
configuring hardware to perform the functions of the neural 
process graph specification . The neural computing environ 
ment may include a neural process specification interpreter 
and executable module implementations , where the inter 
preter and module implementations further use facilities of 
a computer operating system and one or more computer 
processors to execute the neural process specification . The 
processing of the executable module implementation of the 
module may be performed on multiple computer processors . 
The processing of the functions of multiple interconnected 
modules may be split among multiple computer processors 
organized as one or more of a shared - memory multi - pro 
cessor system , a non - shared - memory multi - processor sys 
tem , and a distributed system . The neural computing envi 
ronment may allocate modules and links of the neural 
process specification to processing nodes and communica 
tions paths in a multi - processor or distributed computing 
system . The allocation of modules and links may change 
during the execution of the neural process specification . The 
allocation of modules and links may include redundant 
execution of parts of a neural process specification . The 
neural computing environment may maintain a monotoni 
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tem may include a single source module that undertakes a 
function and provides an output via a link . The system may 
include a single target module that takes an input via a link 
and performs a function . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

cally non - decreasing virtual time clock which may advance 
at least one of faster , slower , and at the same rate as real time 
where stamp values of events are set and interpreted relative 
to the virtual time clock . The neural computing environment 
may continue execution of parts of a neural process speci 
fication when execution of other parts stop operating or stop 
communicating . The system may further include a develop 
ment environment including a library of module types , an 
external persistent representation of a neural process speci 
fication , and a user interface for creating , modifying , saving 
and restoring a neural process specification . The system may 
further include a user interface for assembling and modify 
ing a neural process specification graphically in a directed 
graph form by one or more of adding a module , configuring 
a module , removing a module , adding a link , configuring a 
link , and removing a link . The system may further include 
a user interface whereby a developer may assemble and 
modify a neural process specification graphically using a 
block construction visual metaphor by placing blocks rep 
resenting module instances on a design canvas and repre 
senting links by block proximity . The system may further 
include a user interface for setting and modifying parameters 
of a module instance . The system may further include a 
graphical user interface for setting and modifying param 
eters of the neural process specification . The user interface 
( e.g. , visual editor ) may provide a zoom function to vary the 
display of sub - graphs of the neural process specification 
where such variation may include at least one of expansion , 
contraction , separation , and hiding of the display of at least 
one sub - graph . The system may further include at least one 
or more functions for deploying a neural process specifica 
tion for execution by a neural computing environment , 
starting , controlling , monitoring , pausing , continuing or 
stopping execution of a neural process specification . The 
system may further include a facility to vary the rate at 
which a neural process executes . The system may further 
include facilities for at least one of tracing and displaying 
aspects of the execution of a neural process . Design changes 
made to the neural process specification may change the 
execution of the neural process while executing . The system 
may further include displaying changing aspects of neural 
process execution using visual attributes of icons and lines . 
The system may further include a graphical representation of 
one or more memory patterns . 
[ 0009 ] In another aspect , a system includes neural process 
specification and a neural computing environment , where 
the neural process specification further includes at least one 
module . 
[ 0010 ] Implementations may have one or more of the 
following features . The module may have no links to exter 
nal modules and performs at least one neural process com 
puting function that is internal to the module . The system 
may further include at least one link of the module for 
conveying signals to the at least one module and / or from the 
at least one module , where the neural computing environ 
ment executes the neural process specification . The at least 
one module may be configured to mimic a cognitive func 
tion of a biological brain . The cognitive function may be at 
least one of sensing , perception , reacting , learning , pattern 
recognition , short - term memory , working memory , long 
term memory , classification , prediction , imagination , rea 
soning , planning , problem solving , acquiring and using 
skills , behavior , learning and navigating spaces , and lan 
guage acquisition , understanding and generation . The sys 

[ 0011 ] The foregoing and other objects , features and 
advantages of the devices , systems , and methods described 
herein will be apparent from the following description of 
particular embodiments thereof , as illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings . The drawings are not necessarily to scale , 
emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the prin 
ciples of the devices , systems , and methods described 
herein . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 1 shows an overview of a neural processing 
system . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 2A shows a neural process specification in the 
form of a neural graph . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 2B shows details of a directed link connecting 
from a first module to a second module . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 2C shows input and output ports of a module . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 2D shows a UML class diagram showing 
neural process specification elements and relationships . 
[ 0017 ] FIG . 3 shows a melody identification application in 
an embodiment . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 4A shows groups of biological neurons . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 4B shows biological neurons grouped into 
modules connected by a link . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 4C shows multiple groups of biological neu 
rons grouped into multiple modules connected by multiple 
links . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 4D shows an encoding of a signal . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 4E shows multiplexing of signals on a link . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 5A shows a module formalism . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 5B shows a module function . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 6 shows a module implementation structure 
embodiment . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 7A shows variations of a keyboard input 
module embodiment . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 7B shows a graphical signal input module 
embodiment . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 7C shows an image drawing input module 
embodiment . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 7D shows alternative displays of a graphical 
plot output module embodiment . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 7E shows a parameter control panel of a 
transformer module embodiment . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 8 shows encapsulation of a neural sub - graph 
as a reusable module . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 9 shows a UML class diagram for memory 
pattern spaces , patterns and pattern modules . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 10A shows pattern matching parameters 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 10B shows a set pattern . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 10C shows sequential pattern weight matrices 
and matching scores . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 10D shows sequential pattern regular expres 
sion matching 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 10E shows sequential pattern bigrams and 
matching scores . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 10F shows temporal pattern interpolation 
curves . 

[ 0039 ] FIG . 10G shows learning in a weight set pattern . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 10H shows an example of usage of a reify 
module . 
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[ 0041 ] FIG . 11A shows an interpreted neural computing 
environment . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 11B shows a compiled neural computing 
environment . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 11C shows a neural computing environment 
for configurable hardware . 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 12A shows a neural process development 
environment . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 12B shows an alternative visual development 
paradigm . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 13 shows an example of a module parameter 
setting user interface . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 14 shows an example memory pattern visu 
alization display . 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 15A shows a neural circuit for a center 
surround perception computation using a matrix function . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 15B shows a neural circuit for a center 
surround perception computation using set patterns . 
[ 0050 ] FIG . 16 shows alternative neural circuits for work 
ing memory . 
[ 0051 ] FIG . 17 shows a neural circuit for recognizing 
words . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 18A shows a neural circuit for word and 
progressive phrase recognition . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 18B shows partial phrase recognition with the 
neural circuit of FIG . 18A . 
[ 0054 ] FIG . 19A shows prediction using a neural circuit . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 19B shows curtailed prediction using a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 19C shows a neural circuit for experience 
based corrective filtering . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 20 shows synonym handling using a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 21 shows a conjunction - disjunction sub - graph 
of a neural circuit . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 22A shows classification using a neural cir 
cuit . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 22B shows classification memory patterns . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 23 shows context priming using a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0062 ] FIG . 24 shows state modulation using a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 25 shows timing using a neural circuit . 
[ 0064 ] FIG . 26 shows teaching and experiential learning 
using a neural circuit . 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 27 shows batch and on - line learning using a 
neural circuit . 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 28 shows interruption and concentration loss 
in a neural circuit . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 29 shows imagination in a neural circuit . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 30 shows associational thinking in a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0069 ] FIG . 31 shows motion tracking with a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 32A shows a neural circuit pattern for behav 
ior . 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 32B shows a specific behavior chaining 
example neural circuit . 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 33 shows an anagram puzzle solver using a 
neural circuit . 
[ 0073 ] FIG . 34 shows a crossword puzzle solver using a 
neural circuit . 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 35A illustrates rules for cousin identification . 

[ 0075 ] FIG . 35B illustrates a neural circuit for cousin 
identification . 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 35C illustrates a neural circuit for learning a 
new cousin . 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 36 illustrates tune identification using a neural 
circuit . 
[ 0078 ] FIG . 37 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an external system . 
[ 0079 ] FIG . 38 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to an external system . 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 39 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to an external system . 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 40 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an environmental 
monitoring system . 
[ 0082 ] FIG . 41A shows a neural processing system pro 
viding a prediction to a patient monitoring system . 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 41B shows a neural processing system pro 
viding monitoring , input and / or control to a patient moni 
toring system . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 42 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a fraud detection 
system . 
[ 0085 ) FIG . 43 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a cyber - security 
system . 
[ 0086 ] FIG . 44 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a predictive maintenance system . 
[ 0087 ] FIG . 45 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a security system . 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 46 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an intelligent plan 
ning system . 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 47 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to an intelligent planning system . 
[ 0090 ] FIG . 48 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to an intelligent planning system . 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 49 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an industrial process 
monitoring system . 
[ 0092 ] FIG . 50 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a vehicle information 
system . 
[ 0093 ] FIG . 51 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a vehicle information system . 
[ 0094 ] FIG . 52 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an enterprise plan 
ning system . 
[ 0095 ] FIG . 53 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to an enterprise planning system . 
[ 0096 ] FIG . 54 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to an enterprise planning system . 
[ 0097 ] FIG . 55 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a financial or market prediction system . 
[ 0098 ] FIG . 56 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a robotic system . 
[ 0099 ] FIG . 57 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a pricing system . 
[ 0100 ] FIG . 58 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a threat response system . 
[ 0101 ] FIG . 59 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a threat response 
system . 
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[ 0102 ] FIG . 60 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a diagnostic system . 
[ 0103 ] FIG . 61 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a diagnostic system . 
[ 0104 ] FIG . 62 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a decision support system . 
[ 0105 ] FIG . 63 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a pattern analysis 
system . 
[ 0106 ] FIG . 64 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a pattern analysis system . 
[ 0107 ] FIG . 65 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a fault prediction system . 
[ 0108 ] FIG . 66 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a weather prediction system . 
[ 0109 ] FIG . 67 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a personal assistance 
system . 
[ 0110 ] FIG . 68 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a personal assistance system . 
[ 0111 ] FIG . 69 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a personal assistance system . 
[ 0112 ] FIG . 70 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to an expert assistance 
system . 
[ 0113 ] FIG . 71 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring a decision to an expert assistance system . 
[ 0114 ] FIG . 72 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to an expert assistance system . 
[ 0115 ] FIG . 73 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a marketing planning 
system . 
[ 0116 ] FIG . 74 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a marketing planning system . 
[ 0117 ] FIG . 75 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a marketing planning system . 
[ 0118 ] FIG . 76A shows a neural processing system pro 
viding monitoring , input and / or control to a simulation 
system . 
[ 0119 ] FIG . 76B shows a neural processing system pro 
viding a decision to a simulation system . 
[ 0120 ] FIG . 77 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a simulation system . 
[ 0121 ] FIG . 78 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a reasoning system . 
[ 0122 ] FIG . 79 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a reasoning system . 
[ 0123 ] FIG . 80 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a reasoning system . 
[ 0124 ] FIG . 81 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing monitoring , input and / or control to a machine learning 
system . 
[ 0125 ] FIG . 82 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a decision to a machine learning system . 
[ 0126 ] FIG . 83 shows a neural processing system provid 
ing a prediction to a machine learning system . 
[ 0127 ] FIG . 84 shows a graph providing monitoring , input 
and / or control to a classification system . 

should not be construed as limited to the illustrated embodi 
ments set forth herein . Rather , these illustrated embodiments 
are provided so that this disclosure will convey the scope to 
those skilled in the art . 
[ 0129 ] All documents mentioned herein are hereby incor 
porated by reference in their entirety . References to items in 
the singular should be understood to include items in the 
plural , and vice versa , unless explicitly stated otherwise or 
clear from the text . Grammatical conjunctions are intended 
to express any and all disjunctive and conjunctive combi 
nations of conjoined clauses , sentences , words , and the like , 
unless otherwise stated or clear from the context . Thus , the 
term “ or ” should generally be understood to mean “ and / or ” 
and so forth . 

[ 0130 ] Recitation of ranges of values herein are not 
intended to be limiting , referring instead individually to any 
and all values falling within the range , unless otherwise 
indicated herein , and each separate value within such a range 
is incorporated into the specification as if it were individu 
ally recited herein . The words “ about , ” “ approximately , " or 
the like , when accompanying a numerical value , are to be 
construed as indicating a deviation as would be appreciated 
by one skilled in the art to operate satisfactorily for an 
intended purpose . Ranges of values and / or numeric values 
are provided herein as examples only , and do not constitute 
a limitation on the scope of the described embodiments . The 
use of any and all examples , or exemplary language ( “ e.g. , " 
" such as , ” or the like ) provided herein , is intended merely to 
better illuminate the embodiments and does not pose a 
limitation on the scope of the embodiments . No language in 
the specification should be construed as indicating any 
unclaimed element as essential to the practice of the embodi 
ments . 

[ 0131 ] In the following description , it is understood that 
terms such as “ first , ” “ second , " " above , " " below , " and the 
like , are words of convenience and are not to be construed 
as limiting terms unless expressly state otherwise . 
[ 0132 ] Cognitive functions as contemplated herein refer 
generally to the range of functions performed by animal and 
human brains and nervous systems and intelligent systems , 
including without limitation aspects of sensing , perception , 
reacting , learning , pattern recognition , short - term memory , 
working memory , long - term memory , classification , predic 
tion , imagination , reasoning , planning , problem solving , 
acquiring and using skills , behavior , learning and navigating 
spaces , and language acquisition , understanding and gen 
eration . In the described systems , cognitive functions may 
be embodied in individual components and may also emerge 
from interconnection of components irrespective of whether 
components individually embody a cognitive function . 
[ 0133 ] Neural Processing System Overview 
[ 0134 ] FIG . 1 shows an overview of an embodiment of a 
neural processing system 100. A neural process specification 
110 specifies a composition of processing modules 120 
which may be aggregated into a module library 125 , which 
composition may implement a cognitive function . The 
specification 110 may be executed by a neural computing 
environment 130 to perform the specified cognitive func 
tion , using neural computing environment specific imple 
mentations of modules 120. A development environment 
140 may enable creation and editing of a neural process 
specification 110. The development environment may inter 
act with the neural computing environment 130 to facilitate 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0128 ] The embodiments will now be described more fully 
hereinafter with reference to the accompanying figures , in 
which preferred embodiments are shown . The foregoing 
may , however , be embodied in many different forms and 
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operations including without limitation deployment , control , 
monitoring and visualization of execution of a neural pro 
cess specification 110 . 
[ 0135 ] Despite superficial similarities in terminology and 
graphical depiction , methods and systems described herein 
should not be confused with well - known technologies called 
“ neural networks ” . Methods and systems described herein 
operate on very different organizational , structural and 
operational principles from neural networks . 
[ 0136 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may be a directed neural graph 205 , also sometimes referred 
to herein interchangeably as a neural circuit , sub - graph , 
application , assembly or sub - assembly , as shown in FIG . 
2A , comprising a plurality of modules 120 and directed links 
220 interconnecting the modules and conveying signals 225 
among the modules . In an aspect , the directed links carrying 
signals between the modules organizes the modules into a 
directed neural graph 205. For clarity , signals 225 are shown 
for some but not all links in FIG . 2A . It should be clear that 
similar signals may be conveyed on all links 220 . 
[ 0137 ] As shown in FIG . 2B a link 220 may have a source 
end 230 connected to a module 120 referred to as the source 
module 235 of the link , and a target end 240 connected to a 
module 120 referred to as the target module 245 of the link . 
The link 220 may be referred to as an output link of its 
source module 235. The link 220 may also be referred to as 
an input link of its target module 245. The link may convey 
one or more signals from source module 235 connected to its 
source end 230 to target module 245 connected to its target 
end 240. In one aspect , the source end - connected module 
and the target end - connected module are the same module . 
[ 0138 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may have a general directed graph topology , referred to 
herein as a neural graph or neural circuit . A module may 
have zero , one or more output links and zero , one or more 
input links . A neural graph may have loops , including a link 
connecting a module to itself . A neural graph may be 
completely or incompletely connected by links . A single 
module with no input links and no output links connected 
may be a valid neural graph . A single module with no input 
links and no output links connected may be a valid compo 
nent of a valid neural graph . 
[ 0139 ] In embodiments a module 120 may have distin 
guished ports to serve as connection points for links 220 , as 
shown in FIG . 2C . A module 120 may have zero or more 
distinguished input ports 260 , each of which may serve as a 
connection point for target ends 240 of links 220 , and may 
have zero or more distinguished output ports 270 each of 
which may serve as a connection point for source ends 230 
of links 220. Multiple link 220 target ends 240 may connect 
to one input port 260 and may represent a commingling of 
signals from those links to that input port . Multiple link 220 
source ends 230 may connect to one output port 270 and 
may represent a sharing or duplication of signals sent via 
that output port onto the multiple links . 
[ 0140 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may have one or more parameters , sometimes referred to 
herein for clarity as “ graph parameters ” which values may 
be accessible to modules 120 in the process specification . In 
embodiments , values of these parameters may be changed 
dynamically by one or more of without limitation a devel 
opment environment 140 , a neural computing environment 
130 , and modules 120 . 

[ 0141 ] In embodiments a module 120 may have one or 
more module parameters which values are used to configure 
and control module operation . In embodiments the value of 
a module parameter may be set by a programming language 
expression which may include references to parameters of 
the neural process specification 110 as well as constant 
values , programming language operators and functions . 
[ 0142 ] FIG . 2D is a UML diagram that further clarifies 
elements and relationships of embodiments of neural pro 
cess specification 110 , also referred to herein as a neural 
graph or neural circuit . It should be understood that the use 
of a UML class diagram for explanatory purposes in no way 
implies that any embodiment is necessarily implemented in 
an object oriented programming technology . It should fur 
ther be understood that the use of a UML class diagram for 
explanatory purposes in no way implies that any embodi 
ment implemented in an object oriented programming tech 
nology necessarily uses exactly the classes and relationships 
shown in the diagram . It should also be understood that a 
UML class diagram such as this may include only some 
elements and relationships of an overall system , and should 
therefore be considered non - limiting of other possible ele 
ments and relationships not shown . 
[ 0143 ] A neural graph 110 may contain one or more 
modules 120 , links 220 , graph parameters 282 and pattern 
memory spaces 290. A module 120 may contain any number 
including zero of input ports 260 , output ports 270 , and 
module parameters 280. A link 220 may connect one output 
port 270 to one input port 260. A sub - graph module 295 may 
encapsulate a neural graph 110 as a reusable module 120. A 
module 120 may have associated one or more module 
implementations 215 corresponding to different neural com 
puting environments 130 including without limitation 
object - oriented class implementations , scripts , program 
code , microcode , configurable hardware configurations , and 
hardware components and circuits . As used herein , enumera 
tions of sub - types of module 120 are not intended to be 
limiting , as embodiments may comprise many additional 
sub - types not shown in FIG . 2D . 
[ 0144 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may include just a single module 120 and no links 220 to 
external modules . Such a neural process may perform the 
functions of the single module without receiving any signals 
from other modules , but may obtain information directly 
from external sources and deliver information directly to 
external targets . Such a neural process specification may be 
referred to as an " application ” . 
[ 0145 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may comprise one or more modules 120 not connected to 
other modules 120 by any links 220. During execution , such 
isolated modules may function independently and concur 
rently with other modules in the neural process specification , 
and may obtain information directly from external sources 
and deliver information directly to external targets . 
[ 0146 ] In embodiments a neural process specification 110 
may comprise one or more disjoint sub - graphs with no links 
between modules in one sub - graph and modules in other 
sub - graphs . During execution , such disjoint sub - graphs may 
execute independently , each sub - graph separately obtaining 
information from external resources and delivering infor 
mation to external targets and updating shared external state . 
[ 0147 ] Embodiments may include a function to save a 
neural process specification 110 to a file in a variety of 
formats including without limitation an XML format , a 
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tabular format , a text format , a programming language 
format , and a binary format . Said save format may include 
aspects of the neural process specification such that the 
specification can be reconstituted from said format at a later 
time . Said save format may optionally include without 
limitation the current states and values of graph parameters , 
memory pattern spaces , individual modules and links . 
[ 0148 ] Embodiments may include a function to restore a 
neural process specification from a formatted file in a variety 
of formats including without limitation an XML format , a 
tabular format , a text format , a programming language 
format , and a binary format . Said restoring may in addition 
restore any state present in the saved specification , including 
without limitation the states and values of graph parameters , 
memory pattern spaces , individual modules and links . Such 
restoring may reconstitute an equivalent version of a saved 
neural process specification which may differ only in non 
essential characteristics . Such restoring may additionally 
adapt a saved neural process specification to a different 
version of a neural process specification including without 
limitation changes to module types , parameters and param 
eter values , links , and saved state . 
[ 0149 ] When executed by a neural computing environ 
ment 130 , a module 120 may perform one or more functions . 
It may interact with an external resource to receive infor 
mation , modify external information , send information , or 
control and manage resources . It may invoke a program . It 
may receive signals from one or more input links . It may 
send signals to one or more output links . It may perform 
computations . It may create and update internal state . It may 
interact with a user . Such external resources may include 
without limitation files , communications links , audio , 
images , video , sensors , user interaction devices , programs , 
devices , robots , vehicles , databases , and computer networks . 

a melody is played , perhaps in a different key , tempo and 
with mistakes or extra or missing notes , and the application 
recognizes previously learned melodies with relative confi 
dence scores . 
[ 0152 ] In the following description , when one module 120 
performs its function , it sends signals representing any 
results out via one or more output ports 270 over one or more 
links 220 to one or more input ports 260 of other modules , 
which perform additional processing . In FIG . 3 , specific 
instances of modules 120 are numbered uniquely to identify 
them individually for clarity of explanation . Also in FIG . 3 , 
the many links and ports are left unlabeled to avoid visual 
clutter and improve clarity , their identities and functions 
being implicit in context . 
[ 0153 ] In more detail , a simple melody illustrated in 
conventional music notation 336 is entered via the " melody 
in ” module 314 attached to a MIDI - capable musical instru 
ment ( e.g. , a MIDI - capable piano - style keyboard ) . Module 
314 sends signals corresponding MIDI's note - on and note 
off messages to modules 316 and 334. “ Encode melody ” 
module 316 converts these signals into an abstract invariant 
representation of the melody , signals for relative pitch 
intervals of “ same ” , “ up ” and “ down ” . These signals are 
learned as a sequence pattern by the “ sequence ” module 318 , 
which may output a signal uniquely identifying a new 
pattern on its “ new ” output port . A name for the new melody 
may be entered in computer keyboard input window 329 
associated with “ melody name in ” module 328 and may be 
output as a signal identified by the entered name . 
[ 0154 ] When both a new melody pattern is created for an 
unfamiliar melody , and a new name is entered for it at 
roughly the same time , signals for both these occurrences 
may arrive at “ working mem ” module 330 , which may 
remember both occurrences for a short period of time and 
may emit signals for them concurrently . The “ learn syn 
onym ” module 332 may observe the concurrent signals for 
the name and the encoded melody and may create a new 
distinct synonym pattern for a new combination . 
[ 0155 ] When another melody is subsequently entered in 
“ melody in ” module 314 , and sub uently encoded in 
“ encode melody ” module 316 , “ sequence ” module 318 may 
compare the abstract melody representation signals with 
previously learned sequence patterns , and may outputs sig 
nals on its “ out ” output port reflecting pattern matching 
confidence for each known melody pattern . The “ lookup 
melody ” module 320 may then recognize name - melody 
synonym patterns previously created by the “ learn syn 
onym ” module 332. The “ reify synonym ” module 322 may 
generate signals for the component elements of matching set 
patterns ( names and melody patterns ) . The “ select name ” 
module 324 may select just the name signals and output 
signals reflecting the matching confidence score of each 
name . The “ show matches ” module 326 may show these 
names in associated display window 327 using a font size 
proportional to matching confidence . The “ plot ” module 334 
may display the values 342 over time of input signal 
identifiers 340 in associated EKG - like plot display window 
335 showing signal value progressions over time . 
[ 0156 ] In the specific running application depicted , at least 
three previous simple melody patterns may have been 
learned and associated with names : “ Twinkle , Twinkle ” , 
“ Brahms ' Lullabye ” and “ Beethoven's 5th ” . The progres 
sive confidence scores for these names are shown in the 
bottom three signal lines of the window 335 and also 

-user 

Illustrative Example — What's That Tune ? 
[ 0150 ] FIG . 3 shows a melody identification function 
which may be a cognitive application or function built as a 
neural process specification 110 in the “ Neuros ” environ 
ment hich is an embodiment of neural processing system 
100. It will be understood that the NeurOS environment may 
in general include the programming environment 
interface , controls , import and export tools , access to pro 
gramming libraries , and so forth - used to create , modify , 
execute , port , export , monitor , debug , and otherwise work 
with neural process specifications 110 , modules 120 also 
known as " NeuroBlocks ” , module libraries 125 and neural 
computing environments 130 as contemplated herein . Thus 
the term environment , as used herein , should be construed 
broadly to include any or all of the foregoing , or other 
hardware , software , user interface components , and the like 
used to build and use neural processing systems . 
[ 0151 ] FIG . 3 shows the NeuroS Designer tool 302 which 
is an embodiment of development environment 140 , show 
ing a simple NeurOS application which is a neural process 
specification 110 under development . At left is the Neuro 
Blocks toolbox 304 which displays modules in a module 
library 125 which may be used in a neural graph design . The 
design creation and editing canvas 306 shows an example of 
neural process specification 110 neural graph 205 of the 
application under development , a simple “ What's That 
Tune ? ” melody learning and recognition capability . In 
operation , a simple melody is played on a musical keyboard 
and a name is entered for it on a computer keyboard . Later , 
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depicted in the relative font sizes in window 327. As 
successive melody notes are input , the several patterns begin 
to match partially . After several more notes are input , the 
matching confidence level of the “ Twinkle , Twinkle ” 
melody continues to rise , while the confidence levels of 
other melody patterns diminish or fail to rise . 
[ 0157 ] Signals 
[ 0158 ] In embodiments a signal may be represented by 
any signaling mechanism or encoding capable of conveying 
at least one of an analog and a digital signal in at least one 
of a time domain , a frequency domain , a spatial domain and 
a complex domain . In embodiments a signal may convey at 
least one of values , value changes , or events . 
[ 0159 ] Embodiments may employ combinations of a vari 
ety of representations , encodings and media for conveying 
signals on links 220 , including without limitation computer 
memory data structures , analog or digital transmission sys 
tems , event systems , messaging systems , computer net 
works , data streams , wires , and busses . 
[ 0160 ] As used herein , the words “ sending ” , “ outputting ” , 
“ receiving ” and “ inputting ” as applied to signals are 
intended to be interpreted as appropriate for a signal repre 
sentation , encoding and communications medium in use in 
an embodiment . As a non - limiting example , in signaling 
using computer memory data structures “ sending ” or “ out 
putting ” a signal may refer to setting or changing a value in 
memory and " receiving " or " inputting " such a signal may 
refer to observing a value in memory . As a non - limiting 
example , in signaling using analog transmission " sending " 
or " outputting " a signal may correspond to setting a physical 
property including without limitation voltage , current , pres 
sure , intensity or the like , and “ receiving " or " inputting " a 
signal may correspond to detecting the state or value or 
changes of such a physical property . As a non - limiting 
example , in signaling using digital transmission “ sending ” 
or " outputting " may correspond to encoding a digital pattern 
representing a signal’s value and transmitting that pattern 
over a signaling medium , and “ receiving ” or “ inputting ” 
may correspond to decoding such a digital pattern . As a 
non - limiting example , in signaling using event or message 
systems , " sending " or " outputting " may correspond to cre 
ating a discrete message comprising an encoding of a 
signal's value and transmitting it via a message passing system , and " receiving ” or “ inputting " may correspond to 
receiving the message and decoding the signal's value in the 
message . As a non - limiting example , in signaling over a bus , 
“ sending ” or “ outputting " may correspond to setting a 
physical property including without limitation voltage or 
current on one or more discrete connections and " receiving ” 
or “ inputting ” may correspond to detecting the state or value 
of such a physical property . 
[ 0161 ] FIGS . 4A , 4B and 4C illustrate a rough biological 
analogy to modules 120 and links 220. FIG . 4A depicts two 
stylized groups or layers of interconnected biological neu 
rons , a source group 401 and a target group 402. In FIG . 4B , 
neuron group 401 is aggregated into module 403 which 
performs the functions of the aggregated neurons , neuron 
group 402 is similarly aggregated into module 404 , and link 
405 connects from module 402 to module 404 , conveying 
the aggregated signals from neuron group 401 to neuron 
group 402. More generally , FIG . 4C shows multiple groups 
of neurons aggregated into multiple modules 120 and their 
aggregated signals conveyed among modules via multiple 
links 220. In system embodiments , neural graphs may 

convey similar multiple cross - connectivity among modules 
representing aggregated neural functions . 
[ 0162 ] Embodiments may include a signal representation 
and encoding on a link modeled on biological neuron 
signaling comprising a partially ordered collection of events , 
each event comprising a stamp , an identifier , and a value . 
The stamp may serve to order and synchronize events 
relative to each other . The event stamp may be of any form 
such that one event stamp is equal to , less than or greater 
than any other event stamp . In embodiments a stamp may be 
without limitation a number , a real time or a virtual time . 
The event identifier may be any value to identify the signal 
associated with this event to distinguish the signal from 
other signals conveyed on the same link or arriving at the 
same module input port . The event value may be one of a 
scalar , a vector , a matrix , a general data structure or a 
reference to data . An event may mean “ the signal identified 
by this event identifier has this value at this stamp " . 
[ 0163 ] The stamp values provide an ordering of signal 
changes in a neural processing system . In embodiments , an 
event's stamp may be any sort of value as long as any event 
stamp may be compared with any other event stamp to 
determine whether one event occurs before , concurrently 
with or after the other according to a range of stamp values . 
Event stamps provide a sense of both concurrency and 
forward progress in a neural processing system , and enable 
highly flexible asynchronous parallel correct execution in 
neural computing environments . 
[ 0164 ] In embodiments , a stamp may correspond to a time 
value which may be a real or virtual time . 
[ 0165 ] This signal representation and encoding embodi 
ment may be analogous to biological systems as depicted in 
FIG . 4D . A biological neuron signals information by emit 
ting series of short duration voltage spikes on its output 
axon , shown in idealized form 410. Such signals are often 
bursty , emitting no spikes for periods of time interspersed 
with other bursts of spikes at similar or different rates . A 
corresponding spike rate signal 420 may have values in the 
relative neural spike rate range 430 , where 0 may represent 
no spikes , 1 may represent the maximum spiking rate of a 
neuron , and values between 1 and 0 may be related to the 
spike rate as a proportion of a maximum spike rate . A 
sequence of events 440 as described herein may encode 
changes to neuron spike rates , wherein each event is shown 
as a triple of a stamp value associated with time , a signal 
identifier and a relative spike rate value , wherein all events 
shown have the same signal identifier to indicate they are 
events for the same signal . This encoding may enable 
efficient encoding of bursty signals , and may support well 
known spike - rate and time - to - spike biological information 
encoding models . 
[ 016 ] It will be clear to those skilled in the arts that signal 
values need not be constrained to any particular numeric 
range . 
[ 0167 ] Signal identifiers unique among signals on a link 
allow multiple such signals to be multiplexed on a single 
event stream associated with a link 220. In embodiments of 
neural computing environments 130 , instances of modules 
120 need only be activated when at least one event arrives 
on an input link 220 indicating a signal change to a new 
value , yielding efficiencies in computing resource usage . 
[ 0168 ] FIG . 4E shows how multiple signals 420 may be 
multiplexed onto a link 220. Line graph 450 depicts the 
values of three distinct signals 220 over a stamp value range 
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including 6040 through 6235 , and a corresponding textual 
representation of a sequence of events 460 , one event per 
line , each line showing the stamp value , the signal identifier 
and the value . 
[ 0169 ] It will be clear to one skilled in the arts that the 
above described signal encoding and signal multiplexing 
mechanisms may have wide utility in systems beyond the 
scope of systems for computing cognitive functions , includ 
ing without limitation any system where it is advantageous 
to limit computational resources to signal changes , and 
where it is advantageous to be able to multiplex arbitrary or 
changing combinations of signals on a single communica 
tions path . 
[ 0170 ] Modules 
[ 0171 ] Modules may be building block components com 
posed into neural process specifications . Modules may indi 
vidually perform a variety of cognitive and non - cognitive 
functions . 
[ 0172 ] As used herein , there may be several distinct 
aspects of the term “ module ” . “ Module type ” refers to the 
general character , function and operation of a module . 
“ Module instance ” refers to one of possibly many distinct 
independently functioning copies of a module type in a 
neural graph . “ Module implementation ” 215 refers to one of 
possibly many implementations of a module type each 
corresponding to different computing environments 130 
including without limitation object - oriented class imple 
mentations , scripts , program code , microcode , configurable 
hardware configurations , and hardware components and 
circuits . By analogy to building block toys , a module type 
may be a distinct block design including size and shape , a 
module instance may be a single block of that design and a 
module implementation may embody a particular material 
such as plastic , wood , cardboard or foam and a particular 
scale . In embodiments using an object - oriented program 
ming environment , a module type may be a class , a module 
instance may be a single object instance of that class , with 
its own separate parameter and internal state values , and a 
module implementation may be a specific set of program 
code implementing the class . In embodiments using elec 
tronic circuitry , a module type may be a specific component 
or circuit interface , a module implementation may embody 
a particular technology such as TTL , ECL or CMOS , and a 
module instance may be a distinct copy of a component or 
circuit of that design . In discussions , the specific meaning of 
the unqualified term “ module ” will generally be understood 
from context . Where disambiguation is necessary , the quali 
fied terms “ module type ” or “ type ” , “ module instance ” or 
“ instance ” , and “ module implementation ” or “ implementa 
tion ” may be used . 
[ 0173 ] In embodiments a module type 120 may have 
associated one or more module implementations 215 corre 
sponding to different computing environments 130 includ 
ing without limitation object - oriented class implementa 
tions , scripts , program code , microcode , configurable 
hardware configurations , and hardware components and 
circuits . 
[ 0174 ] Embodiments of a module 120 may additionally 
comprise elements shown in FIG . 5A . One or more module 
parameters 280 may specify and control operation of a 
specific instance of module 120 , different from other 
instances of the same module type . One or more graph 
parameters 282 may specify and control operation of one or 
more modules 120 in the neural process specification 110. A 

module may have private internal state 540 , values of which 
may be changed during module operation and which values 
may be retained between module operations , but which are 
not shared with other module instances . A module may 
additionally access external state 550 , values of which may 
be changed during module operation and which values are 
retained between module operations , and which may be 
shared with other modules in the neural process specification 
110 . 
[ 0175 ] Embodiments of a module 120 may have a run 
function 510 , which operation is described in expression 515 
in FIG . 5B , specifying that the values of module output 
signals , internal state and external state at stamp t are 
determined by function f 510 of the history of the module 
input signals over the stamp interval [ to , t ] from a lowest 
stamp t , through stamp t , the values of graph parameters and 
module parameters at stamp t , and the internal state and 
external state values at a previous function invocation at 
lower stamp t - d . 
[ 0176 ] In embodiments a module 120 may have a module 
implementation 215 structure as shown in FIG . 6. A neural 
computing environment 130 may invoke a module initialize 
function 620 to create a module instance , a start function 630 
to initialize the module instance and related resources , a run 
function 510 each time an input signal changes value or at 
any other appropriate time to perform module - specific func 
tions , a stop function 650 to close and terminate resources , 
and a terminate function 660 to perform final cleanup . 
Module functions 610 , 620 , 630 , 510 , 650 and 660 may in 
turn invoke services provided by the neural computing 
environment 130 for operations including without limitation 
sending and receiving signals , accessing and updating exter 
nal state and graph parameters , and scheduling future mod 
ule operations . 
[ 0177 ] Module Types 
[ 0178 ] It will be clear to those skilled in the arts that 
embodiments may include an unbounded variety of types of 
modules 120 , each supplying a component function that may 
be incorporated in neural process specifications 110 . 
[ 0179 ] It will also be clear to those skilled in the arts that 
specific module types enumerated herein are in no way 
limiting of other possible modules , including the combining 
of cited functions within single module types and the 
separating of cited functions into multiple module types . 
[ 0180 ] Although modules may be used to build neural 
processes 110 that perform intelligent or cognitive functions , 
some module types may or may not perform cognitive 
functions per se , but may be useful for other functions 
including without limitation system development , user inter 
action , debugging , monitoring , visualizing , and auxiliary 
processing 
[ 0181 ] Module types herein may be loosely categorized 
non - exclusively as input modules , output modules , process 
ing modules , memory modules , miscellaneous modules and 
other modules as described below . Such categorization 
herein is for explanatory purposes and not to be construed as 
a necessary part of any embodiment . 
[ 0182 ] Input Modules 
[ 0183 ] Embodiments may include input modules that may 
obtain information from external systems and environments 
and encode such information for transmission as signals sent 
via output ports 270 over links 220 to other modules 120 . 
Embodiments of input modules may in addition receive 
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signals on input ports 260 to specify , control or modify the 
external information and its conversion for transmission . 
[ 0184 ] Embodiments may include a keyboard input mod 
ule that may receive data from a computer keyboard in a 
variety of formats , including without limitation a character 
at - a - time format , sequences of key - up and key - down events , 
a delimited format , and a programming language expression 
format , parse the input data and send corresponding output 
signals . FIG . 7A shows non - limiting examples of keyboard 
input module input formats . Keyboard input window 702a 
shows a character - at - a - time keyboard input format with 
signals sent for the sequence of letters entered b , a , d , g , e . 
Text output window 704a shows the sequence of signal 
events sent on an output link from such a keyboard module . 
Graphical plot output window 706a shows corresponding 
signals in an EKG - style signal plot . This keyboard input 
example may represent the typing of a word . Similarly , 
keyboard input window 702b shows a delimited line - at - a 
time keyboard input format where individual signal identi 
fiers are separated by semi - colons , and all signals are sent 
concurrently . Text output window 704b and graphical plot 
window 706b show the corresponding signals sent . This 
keyboard input example may represent several concurrently 
recognized features of an animal . Keyboard input window 
702c shows a delimited temporal sequence keyboard input 
format , where each distinct signal event has three colon ( “ : " ) 
separated components @stamp : id : value where the @ sym 
bol introduces a relative stamp value , id is a signal identifier 
and value is the new signal value as of that stamp value . Text 
output window 704c and graphical plot 706c show the 
corresponding signals sent . This keyboard input example 
may represent a musical chord played in an arpeggio form 
where the signal identifiers correspond to MIDI ( Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface ) note numbers . 
[ 0185 ] Embodiments may include a graphical pattern 
input module that may enable signal data to be entered 
graphically using a variety of graphical input means includ 
ing without limitation a pointing device , a touch screen , 
computer keyboard keys and a mouse , by drawing indi 
vidual signal values over ranges of stamp values . FIG . 7B 
shows an example of such a graphical pattern input module 
window 710 , where signal identifiers are entered in the left 
column 712 and signal values over relative ranges of stamp 
values are entered graphically in the right column 714. In 
this example the signals may represent different observed 
animal features at different times . 
[ 0186 ] Embodiments may include a data generator module 
that may generate signals according to a distribution speci 
fication . 
[ 0187 ] Embodiments may include one or more file input 
modules that may read data from a file in one or more 
formats including without limitation a text format , an XML 
format , an HTML format , a spreadsheet format , a program 
ming language expression format , an image format , an audio 
format , and a video format and generate corresponding 
output signals . 
[ 0188 ] Embodiments may include an image drawing input 
module that may allow a user to use graphical input means 
to enter data by drawing on a graphical canvas and generate 
corresponding output signals . FIG . 7C shows an example of 
such an image drawing input module window 720 , where a 
user may select a signal value from the scale 724 and then 
draw such values in various cells of grid 722 . 

[ 0189 ] Embodiments may include an image input module 
that may obtain input from an image source including 
without limitation a camera or a scanner and generate 
corresponding output signals . 
[ 0190 ] Embodiments may include an audio input module 
that may obtain audio signals from an audio source includ 
ing without limitation a microphone , an audio player , or an 
audio processor and generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0191 ] Embodiments may include a video input module 
that may obtain video signals in a variety of formats from a 
video source including without limitation a video camera , a 
video player , or a video processor and generate correspond 
ing output signals . 
[ 0192 ] Embodiments may include a data stream input 
module to obtain data from a data stream in a variety of 
formats , parse it and generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0193 ] Embodiments may include a database query mod 
ule that may perform a query on a database , obtain and 
encode query results , and generate corresponding output 
signals . Additionally , such a database query module may 
have one or more input ports that may receive signals for 
data values and query specifications to be used in querying . 
[ 0194 ] Embodiments may include a search module that 
may perform searches on collections of information includ 
ing without limitation documents , file systems , databases 
and web sites , encode search results and generate corre 
sponding output signals . Additionally such a search module 
may have one or more input ports that may receive signals 
representing search criteria to be used in searches . 
[ 0195 ] Embodiments may include a MIDI ( Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface ) input module that may receive 
MIDI messages from a MIDI source device , encode them 
and generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0196 ] Embodiments may include sensing modules that 
may obtain information from sensors including without 
limitation visual input , audio input , thermal input , motion 
input , position input , location input , orientation input , veloc 
ity input , acceleration input , scent input , chemical input , and 
biological input and generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0197 ] Embodiments may include a ROS ( Robotic Oper 
ating System ) interface that may receive ROS messages , 
encode them and generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0198 ] Embodiments may include a program output cap 
ture module that may receive data from a running program 
via one or more interfaces including without limitation 
memory data structures , data streams , pipes , queues , sock 
ets , ports , virtual circuits , web and REST service interfaces , 
file transfer interfaces , messages , and electronic mail and 
generate corresponding output signals . 
[ 0199 ] Embodiments may include many other module 
types that may obtain external information , encode it and 
generate corresponding output signals for use within neural 
processes . 
[ 0200 ] Output Modules 
[ 0201 ] Embodiments may include output modules that 
may receive signals from other modules 120 via links 220 
connected to input ports 260 and deliver such information 
externally . 
[ 0202 ] Embodiments may include text display modules 
that may display input signal activity , displaying character 
strings for stamp values , event identifiers and numeric 
strengths in a variety of formats including without limitation 
line - oriented , tabular , delimited , and programming language 
expressions . 
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[ 0203 ] Embodiments may include text display modules 
that may display textual values for event identifiers using 
visual attributes including without limitation font size , color , 
font style and position in a visual display to indicate asso 
ciated stamps and values . Display window 327 in FIG . 3 
shows an example of this sort of display using larger font 
sizes to illustrate to illustrate higher signal values . 
[ 0204 ] Embodiments may include graphical display mod 
ules that may display input signal values over stamp value 
ranges , including but not limited to EKG - like line graph and 
filled line graph displays , heat maps , and other well - known 
graphical visualizations . FIG . 7D shows examples of such a 
line graph 730 , a filled line graph 732 and a gray - scale heat 
map 734 for three signals for stamp range 736 values 6040 
through 6240. It will be clear to those skilled in the arts that 
many similar graphical display forms are contemplated 
herein including without limitation color heat maps , com 
posite line graphs , Hinton diagrams and the like . 
[ 0205 ] Embodiments may include image display modules 
that may display input signals in multiple dimensions , using 
graphical attributes including but not limited to color , size , 
intensity , motion , graphical symbols , line width , line style , 
surface , shading , 3D wire frame and shading renderings and 
transparency to represent signal attributes . 
[ 0206 ] Embodiments may include environmental action 
modules that may perform external actions including with 
out limitation audio output , thermal output , mechanical 
motion , scent output , biological output , chemical output , 
electromagnetic output , light output . 
[ 0207 ] Embodiments may include file output modules that 
may write signal data to files in a variety of formats , 
including but not limited to formatted and unformatted text , 
binary data , XML , HTML , spreadsheet formats , program 
ming language expressions , image , audio and video . 
[ 0208 ] Embodiments may include stream output modules 
that may send data from input signals to various data streams 
including without limitation memory data structures , pipes , 
queues , sockets , computer networks and streams in a variety 
of formats , including but not limited to text , message , 
binary , audio and video . 
[ 0209 ] Embodiments may include program input modules 
that may deliver data from input signals to program inputs 
via various interfaces and in various formats including 
without limitation program invocation parameters , memory 
data structures , pipes , queues , sockets , ports , computer 
networks , data streams , file transfer interfaces , web and 
REST services , and messages . 
[ 0210 ] Embodiments may include audio output modules 
that may convert input signals into corresponding outputs to 
audio devices including without limitation speakers , head 
phones , audio recorders and audio processors . 
[ 0211 ] Embodiments may include video output modules 
that may convert input signals into corresponding outputs to 
video devices including without limitation video displays , 
video recorders and video processors . 
[ 0212 ] Embodiments may include MIDI ( Musical Instru 
ment Digital Interface ) output modules that may convert 
input signals into MIDI messages for sending to MIDI 
devices . 
[ 0213 ] Embodiments may include ROS ( Robotic Operat 
ing System ) output modules that may convert input signals 
to ROS messages . 
[ 0214 ] Embodiments may include control modules that 
may convert input signals to forms to control external 

artifacts including without limitation a device , a robot , a 
vehicle , a motor , an appliance , an actuator , and an industrial 
process . 
[ 0215 ] Embodiments may include database update mod 
ules that may use input signals to insert , update or delete 
information in a database . 
[ 0216 ] Embodiments may include web output modules 
that may use input signals to create or modify web sites . 
[ 0217 ] Processing Modules 
[ 0218 ] Embodiments may include modules that may 
receive signals from one or more input ports 260 , perform 
computations , and send signals to one or more output ports 
270 . 
[ 0219 ] Embodiments may include transformer modules 
that may receive input signals , perform computations , and 
output signals . Such computations may include without 
limitation stateless transformations , stateful transforma 
tions , initialization of internal state , modification of internal 
state , arithmetic and mathematical functions , scalar , vector , 
matrix , list , set , dictionary , binary and string manipulations , 
conditional functions , programming language expressions 
dimensional mapping , binning , ranking , value mapping , 
invoke external program functions , access to module param 
eters 280 and access and modification of neural graph 
parameters 282 . 
[ 0220 ] FIG . 7E shows an embodiment of a control panel 
740 for setting parameter values of a transformer module . 
The specific example shown may be the parameter settings 
for “ encode melody ” module 316 in the illustrative example 
of FIG . 3. Parameters 745 control various aspects of initial 
ization and on - going processing . Value “ False ” for “ reini 
tialize when ” parameter 750 indicates that there are no 
initializations of internal variables of this transformer mod 
ule instance nor graph parameters 282. The value for param 
eter 752 “ process input event if " is a programming language 
expression using internal transformer variables representing 
elements of the previous input event LAST and the current 
input event IN , and states that the current input event is to 
be processed if it has a value greater than 0 and there is a 
previous input event and no more than 1000 counts of 
timestamp have passed since the previous event . If the 
current input event is processed , an output event OUT will 
be built with a timestamp that adds module parameter 
DELAY from “ delay ” parameter 768 to the input timestamp , 
a signal identifier that is “ same ” , “ up ” or “ down ” depending 
on whether the current input event id is the same , greater or 
less than the previous input event id , and a value of 1. Since 
" else ? " box 762 is unchecked , no other actions are taken . 
Since “ send O - valued events ? box 764 is checked , two 
events will be output for each input event processed , one for 
the computed signal identity with signal value of 1 , and one 
for the same signal identity with a value of 0 at a timestamp 
value 40 milliseconds larger 766 . 
[ 0221 ] Embodiments may include filter modules that may 
receive input signals , filter and modify them according to 
various criteria including without limitation comparisons , 
signal identity pattern matching , calculations , and signal 
transformations , and send resulting information as output 
signals . 
[ 0222 ] Embodiments may include group operation mod 
ules that may receive input signals , perform group calcula 
tions on the values of such signals , including but not limited 
to maximum , minimum , mean , standard deviation , highest 
value events , running or windowed statistics over a range of 
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stamp values , and softmax functions including but not 
limited to exponential , linear and logistic softmax calcula 
tions , and output signals corresponding to the results of such 
calculations . 
[ 0223 ] Embodiments may include a bigram module that 
may receive input signals , compute successive bigrams of 
input signal changes and send output signals for such 
bigrams . 
[ 0224 ] Embodiments may include domain transform mod 
ules that may transform input signals in the stamp domain to 
signals in a mathematically transformed domain , including 
without limitation a Fast Fourier Transform module and an 
inverse Fast Fourier Transform module . 
[ 0225 ] Miscellaneous Modules 
[ 0226 ] Embodiments may include additional modules for 
performing a variety of additional useful capabilities . 
[ 0227 ] Embodiments may include a wrapper module that 
may incorporate external functionality into neural processes . 
A wrapper module may receive input signals from input 
ports and provide them to an external facility including 
without limitation a program or device via interfaces includ 
ing without limitation program invocation arguments , data 
streams , files , pipes , sockets , ports , queues , web and REST 
service interfaces , computer networks , memory structures , 
file transfer interfaces , electromagnetic signals , optical sig 
nals , audio signals . A wrapper module may obtain informa 
tion from an external facility including without limitation 
program return values , data streams , files , pipes , sockets , 
ports , queues , web and REST service interfaces , computer 
networks , memory structures , file transfer interfaces , elec 
tromagnetic signals , optical signals , audio signals , and send 
corresponding output signals via its output ports . 
( 0228 ] Embodiments may include program modules that 
may incorporate a custom program in a neural process . A 
custom program module may cause a custom program to 
run , including but not limited to program initialization , 
continuing operation , maintaining program state , and pro 
gram termination . A custom program module may receive 
input signals from input ports and provide them to a custom 
program via interfaces including without limitation program 
invocation arguments , data streams , files , pipes , sockets , 
ports , queues , computer networks or memory structures . A 
custom program module may obtain output information 
from a custom program via interfaces including but not 
limited to program return values , data streams , files , pipes , 
sockets , ports , queues , computer networks or memory struc 
tures , convert such information and send it as output signals 
via output ports . A custom program module may set self 
timers to request execution at specific future stamp values or 
stamp intervals . A custom program module may access its 
own module parameters 280 and shared graph parameters 
282. A custom program module may use user interface 
facilities provided by a development environment 140 and / 
or a neural computing environment 130 for displaying and 
setting parameters and interacting with users . 
[ 0229 ] A program invoked in a custom program may be 
required to follow certain execution rules . It may not block 
waiting for external events nor invoke any external pro 
grams which may block or execute for long periods of time . 
When invoked , it may not execute for a long period of time . 
If lengthy or potentially blocking execution is required ( e.g. , 
long - running queries / searches , extensive mathematical 
algorithms , lockable resources , transactions ) it must be done 
via asynchronous mechanisms like threads or processes . It 

may not lock resources that may cause other processing 
activities to block . It may not share memory or process - local 
operating system resources ( e.g. open file handles , stream 
ends , ports , queues , sockets , pipes ) directly with other 
modules or other instances of the same module . It may not 
depend on any synchronizing mechanism not provided by a 
neural computing environment 130. Since a neural comput 
ing environment 130 may freely relocate a module instance 
on different computers , a custom module may not share any 
local name or resource space ( e.g. , a local file system or 
shared - memory facility ) with other modules or resources . In 
another aspect , a custom module may be prevented from 
using operating system or other external interfaces for 
locking , concurrency or timers . 
[ 0230 ] A custom module should be prepared to receive 
signal values that are scalars , vectors , matrices and data 
structures and perform sensible actions on each , including 
doing nothing or creating an error signal , but may not 
perform any action causing the overall neural computing 
environment 130 to fail . 
[ 0231 ] A custom module should anticipate the possibility 
that module parameters 280 may change their values 
dynamically , for example resulting from user interaction or 
because they depend on graph parameters 282 which may 
change their values dynamically due to user interaction or 
activities of other modules . 
[ 0232 ] A custom module should anticipate the possibility 
that memory patterns 292 in a pattern memory space 290 
may change dynamically . 
[ 0233 ] A custom module should generally follow signal 
naming conventions common to other frequently - used mod 
ules . Where a module's function is primarily to filter incom 
ing signals it should generally preserve the input signal 
names to be sent on its outputs . 
[ 0234 ] Embodiments may include modules that have no 
input ports 260 or are not connected to any input link , but 
which may actively operate on module parameters 280 , 
graph parameters , 282 internal state 540 , external state 550 
or memory patterns 292 and may send signals via output 
ports 270 . 
[ 0235 ] Embodiments may include modules that have no 
output ports 270 or are not connected to any output link but 
which may receive input signals on input ports 260 and 
actively operate on module parameters 280 , graph param 
eters 282 , internal state 540 , external state 550 or memory 
patterns 292 . 
[ 0236 ] Embodiments may include the ability to create a 
neural process specification 110 and save it as a distinct new 
module type to be incorporated into additional neural pro 
cess specifications just like other module types . The created 
module may include without limitation modules , links , 
graph and module parameter settings , and pattern memory 
spaces . Input ports and output ports of modules in the 
sub - graph may be mapped to input ports and output ports of 
the newly created sub - graph module . Graph parameters of 
the sub - graph become module parameters of the new mod 
ule . Pattern memory spaces used in the sub - graph may be 
combined with pattern memory spaces in new neural graphs . 
Use of a sub - graph module in another neural process speci 
fication may be equivalent to explicitly using the modules , 
links , parameters and memory spaces of the sub - graph 
individually . Embodiments of neural computing environ 
ments 130 may perform the functions of such sub - graph 
modules in different but functionally equivalent ways . 
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[ 0237 ] FIG . 8 depicts an embodiment of a sub - graph 
module 295 encapsulating a neural sub - graph 805 compris 
ing modules 120a , 1200 , 1200 , 1200 , 120e , related ports and 
links , graph parameters 282 and memory pattern spaces 290 . 
Some ports of contained modules are connected to ports of 
the sub - graph module 295 , which ports may be connected to 
links 220 in neural process specification 110. Sub - graph 805 
graph parameters 282 become module parameters 280 of the 
sub - graph module . Memory pattern spaces 290 of the sub 
graph 805 are mapped through pattern space map 810 to 
pattern spaces 290 of neural process specification 110 uti 
lizing the sub - graph module . In this way , the neural process 
specification of a sub - graph may be incorporated as a 
reusable module in other neural process specifications . 
[ 0238 ] Memory Modules 
[ 0239 ] Embodiments may include modules whose pur 
poses may include without limitation retaining received 
information , comparing received signals with retained infor 
mation so as to recognize signal patterns , generating output 
signals conveying degree of matching of such comparisons , 
and generating output signals conveying retained informa 
tion and recognized signal patterns . 
[ 0240 ] Embodiments may include working memory mod 
ules , which may emulate cognitive functions for temporary 
or working memory , which modules may receive input 
signals , retain signal values across an interval of stamp 
values , adjust retained signal values according to parameter 
ized mathematical distributions including without limitation 
negative exponential , Gaussian , linear , Poisson , and uniform 
distributions , and generate output signals for adjusted 
retained signal values . 
[ 0241 ] Memory Patterns , Memory Pattern Spaces and 
Memory Pattern Modules 
[ 0242 ] In embodiments , long term memories may be 
retained in the form of one or more memory patterns 
organized into memory pattern spaces associated with a 
neural process specification and created and utilized by 
memory pattern modules . 
[ 0243 ] FIG . 9 shows a UML ( Unified Modeling Lan 
guage ) class diagram for an embodiment , showing relation 
ships among neural graphs , memory patterns , memory pat 
tern spaces , memory pattern modules , and related modules . 
A neural graph 110 may contain one or more pattern memory 
spaces 290 and one or more modules 120. A pattern memory 
space 290 may contain one or more memory patterns 292 . 
Set pattern 912 , sequence pattern 914 and temporal pattern 
916 are sub - types of pattern 292. Pattern module 930 is a 
sub - type of module 120 for learning and matching memory 
patterns . Set module 932 , sequence module 934 , and tem 
poral module 936 are sub - types of pattern module 930 for 
managing corresponding set patterns 912 , sequence patterns 
914 , and temporal patterns 916. Reify module 940 is also a 
sub - type of module 120. A module 120 may refer to any 
number of pattern memory spaces 290 , thereby associating 
with various patterns 292 contained therein . As used herein , 
enumerations of sub - types of module 120 , pattern 292 and 
pattern module 930 are not intended to be limiting , as 
embodiments may comprise many additional sub - types not 
shown . 
[ 0244 ] It should be understood that the UML diagram of 
FIG . 9 may include only some elements and relationships 
needed for explanatory purposes and in no way limits the use 
of other or different elements and relationships in embodi 
ments . It should be understood that the use of a UML class 

diagram for explanatory purposes in no way implies that any 
embodiment is necessarily implemented in an object ori 
ented programming technology . It should further be under 
stood that the use of a UML class diagram for explanatory 
purposes in no way implies that any embodiment imple 
mented in an object oriented programming technology nec 
essarily uses exactly these classes and relationships . It 
should also be understood that a UML class diagram such as 
this may include only some elements and relationships of an 
overall system , and should therefore be considered non 
limiting of other possible elements and relationships not 
shown . 
[ 0245 ] Memory Patterns and Pattern Matching 
[ 0246 ] In embodiments , a memory pattern object 292 may 
represent a particular combination of signal values such that 
a subsequent occurrence of a similar combination of signal 
values may be recognized as matching that pattern to at least 
some degree . It will be understood by those skilled in the arts 
that many such pattern representations and corresponding 
pattern matching methods are possible and are contemplated 
herein . 
[ 0247 ] In embodiments , a pattern may be a set pattern 
which represents a combination of multiple signal values at 
a particular stamp value . 
[ 0248 ] In embodiments , a pattern may be a sequence 
pattern which represents a combination of signal values 
occurring over a contiguous range of relative stamp values . 
[ 0249 ] In embodiments , a pattern may be a temporal 
pattern which represents a combination of signal values at 
particular relative stamp values . 
[ 0250 ] In embodiments , pattern matching by pattern mod 
ules to combinations of input signals may yield output 
signals corresponding to known patterns with signal values 
representing pattern matching scores wherein higher signal 
values may reflect better matching . 
[ 0251 ] In embodiments , pattern match scoring may be 
influenced by one or more parameters . FIG . 10A shows 
examples of fragments of an embodiment of a development 
environment 140 for setting such parameters . Aspect 1002 is 
a fragment of a control panel for setting certain parameters 
influencing pattern match scoring . Parameter 1004 with 
label “ matching mode ” may control how additional input 
signal values not included in a memory pattern affect match 
scoring . A setting of “ inclusive ” may ignore other input 
signals in computing a matching score . A setting of “ exclu 
sive " may diminish the matching score if other signals not 
included in the pattern are present , which may model 
biological brain processes of cross - suppression or cross 
inhibition . Parameter 1005 with label “ pattern representa 
tion ” may provide a choice of pattern representations as 
described herein . Parameter 1006 labeled “ difference 
spread ” may control the magnitude of scoring influence of 
differences between expected signal values in the pattern 
and actual input signals . Parameter 1007 labeled “ response 
curve ” graphically depicts a function which may be applied 
to computed raw matching scores to produce a final match 
ing score . These curves may serve the purpose of modeling 
non - linear biological neural processes . The curve shown in 
1007 is a piecewise linear curve , where raw scores below 
0.25 may produce a final matching score of 0 , raw scores 
above 0.75 may produce a final matching score of 1 , and raw 
score values between 0.25 and 0.75 may yield final matching 
scores according to a linear function . Aspect 1008 shows a 
possible alternative example of a response curve emulating 




































































